The IT Ecosystem in Kazakhstan

December 5, 2018 | 7:00 PM | Dessert will be served
ASU, Memorial Union, Mohave room (MU 236)
301 East Orange Street, Tempe, AZ 85281

Please RSVP - melikian.asu.edu/events/rsvp_IT_ecosystem_Kazakhstan

An Open World Program* delegation of IT professionals gives an overview of the current IT ecosystem in Kazakhstan, as well as the current challenges and future trends in information technology in Kazakhstan.

Ms. Almira Ali, IT Project Director, Big Dream LLP, Astana, Kazakhstan
Mr. Aizhas Koilvbayev, Director, Partszone.kz, LLP, Astana, Kazakhstan
Mr. Vladimir Kovalenko, Chief, QLAB Individual Enterprise, Oral, Kazakhstan
Mr. Vyacheslav Litvinov, CEO, Caste Tech, Makinsk, Kazakhstan
Mr. Dauren Rakhimzhanov, Deputy General Director, Astana Hub, Astana, Kazakhstan
Facilitator - Ms. Azhar Kabdulinova, U.S. Department of State

* The Open World Program is sponsored by the U.S. Congress and this delegation’s program is administered locally by People to People International (PTPI) Greater Phoenix, AZ Chapter.